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QS LIFELINE 15 m 
 

This throwing line which is 15 m long 
with a built-in inflatable buoy that is 
suitable for everyone staying in or near 
water, in the boat, on the snowmobile, 
ice skaters, fishermen and others. 
The throwing line is a lighter variant of 
the Lifebuoy with a line and can be used 
in both winter and summer. This 
inflateable lifebuoy has an automatic 
function that is inflated by direct contact 
with water in 3 seconds. It will make the 
drowning victim feel secure and safe to 
have something to float on and be able 
to stay up in the water.  
It also makes it easy to pull in person for 
a quick rescue operation. The advantage 
of QS Lifeline is that it's very easy to 
throw out 15 meter away.  
Keep the yellow loop in one hand and 
throw out the bag with the other hand 
for best effect and accuracy.  
Throwing lines shall not be used for 
personal protection. 
By also re-loading kit 
. 
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Technic data: 
Tub: Nylon 
Tub thickness: 380 μ 
60 N floating capacity fully activated 
Cartridge: 16 g CO2, threaded 
Inflate technic: Automatic Gas 
Weight: 0,5 kg 
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QS Lifeline is an inflatable throwing line that has an inflation valve connected to an inflatable bladder. This valve has 
an automatic function, but can if necessary even be triggered manually. The throwing line shall be thrown into the 
water to the victim, who can now feel secure by having something to float on and can easily be drawn into the safety 
to the boat or land. 
The automatic function inflates the lifebuoy in about 3 seconds when the bag struck the water. After using the 
throwing line, the air will be empty through the red mouth valve and the line can now be re-used. The propellant in 
our cartridges is harmless carbon dioxide of food quality. 
NOTE! After the line has been inflated it must be recharged. See the instruction manual which recharges kit that will 
be used. 
 
QS LIFELINE includes: outer bag inflator mechanism mouth valve, fluorescent orange / yellow airtight bladder, 
drawstring,  15 m throwing line. 
 
DRAIN 
On the red mouth valve is a black cork, lifting the cap and invert so that the top is pressed against the green hole in 
the red tube. Hold and press until all air are empty out and the orange / yellow air lung is fully deflated. 
 
FOR USE Every time you use your inflatable heaving line should be checked: 
Check the cartridge, unscrew the cartridge (counter clockwise) and check that it is not pierced. Screw the non-
perforated cartridge (clockwise) by hand. Perforated gas cartridge is depleted and must be replaced. 
Check the safety pin and cartridge. Make sure the green safety pin is in place. Missing this and the CO2-cartridge is 
pierced the lifejacket must be recharged. Also check that the CO2-cartridge is not to old. 
Check the drawstring to be secured and not hanging loose but still easily accessible and easy to reach. 
 
Recharging: QS Lifeline automatic / cartridge 
If the line is activated automatically replace the CO2 cartridge. Screw the CO2 cartridge and cartridge. Check that it is 
a new green safety pin over the manual; attach a new one if it is missing. Install a new cartridge, and to date has not 
been passed, a non-perforated CO2 cartridge and a green safety pin. Use only hand pressure when assembling the 
parts. 
 
RE-UNPACKING AND RECYCLING 
After checking the recharging putty is complete, fold the air lung with the automatic drive outward (orange side) so 
that the tripping mechanism is visible. The whole lung is placed into the bag before the 15 m rope is packed into the 
bag. Make sure the cord cannot get caught in any internal objects so that it does not stick when it is thrown out to the 
victim. 
 
OBS! QS Lifeline shall be kept dry; with direct contact with water can it be activated involuntary!! 
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